DAUGHTERS OF TRADITION I
A Prevention Education Program for 8-12 Years Old

A prevention education program that provides adults who work with teens and pre-teens the
traditional knowledge to prepare daughters to become healthy teens.
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Learn that they are “good for
something, good at something”
Learn how culture can guide their
life
Learn that they have choices that
no one can take away
Develop a mindset based upon
respect that provides a foundation
for living
Learn how to express their
feelings, hopes, dreams, and fears
both in writing and in safe talking
environments

Expected Outcomes
Girls will become aware of and be
able to discuss their feelings, and
continue their journaling skills
Girls will recognize healthy
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Designed to Utilize The Support
Posters on Respect Provide the
Creating Mind Maps of Positive and
of Caring Adults
Themes for Each Session
Negative Behaviors

This is a year-long educational

program designed for Indigenous girls.
It is can be facilitated by a caring adult
and incorporate the wisdom and
expertise of local community
members, grandparents, and Elders.
It can be delivered in schools,
churches, boys and girls clubs, or at
someone’s home.

“Culture is Prevention” (notes about
Elders as mentors, Indigenous
Naming ceremonies)

through White Bison, Inc.

Facilitator’s Kit:
Facilitator’s Manual
Set of Videos

Daughters of Tradition Kits:
Set of 14 Posters

Prevention Topics include:
A Story about Alcohol and the

hours each week for a year.

Internet Sources for Facts on Alcohol, The theme for each month is based
Suicide, Substance abuse, Depression upon the themes illustrated on the

Activity Booklet

Training for facilitators is available

Girls meet with the facilitator for 2

My Sacred Journal
Daughters Activity Booklet

Opportunity to Identify What It

T-Shirt

posters.
Talking circles provide the girls with
the opportunity to establish trust, feel
a sense of security, create supportive
relationships with other girls and the
facilitator.
In the sessions girls participate in
talking circles to share their insights
on the themes and prevention issues,
create mind maps on the posters with
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Prevention Facts about Alcohol,

learning traditional skills and crafts,

Drugs, and Suicide
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Sexual Abuse, Domestic Violence,

events.

Characteristics of Healthy
Relationships
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24 Continuing Education Hours
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Way that Friendships Influence
Behavior and Attitudes
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